Abstract. We propose a geometric explanation for the observation that generic quadratic polynomials over split quaternions may have up to six different factorizations while generic polynomials over Hamiltonian quaternions only have two. Split quaternion polynomials of degree two are related to the coupler motion of "four-bar linkages" with equal opposite sides in universal hyperbolic geometry. A factorization corresponds to a leg of the four-bar linkage and during the motion the legs intersect in points of a conic whose focal points are the fixed revolute joints. The number of factorizations is related by the number of real focal points which can, indeed, be six in universal hyperbolic geometry.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is a geometric explanation for a purely algebraic observation on factorizations of quaternion polynomials. While generic quadratic polynomials over the (Hamiltonian) quaternions admit two different factorizations into linear factors, there exist up to six such factorizations for generic polynomials over split quaternions [6] . What is not too surprising from a purely algebraic viewpoint has rather strange consequences in the kinematics of the hyperbolic plane. Polynomials over Hamiltonian quaternions parameterize rational spherical motions; factorizations correspond to the decomposition into sequences of coupled rotations and give rise to mechanisms one of whose links follows this motion. In particular, the two factorizations of a quadratic polynomial correspond to the two legs of a spherical four-bar linkage. Similar constructions are possible in the hyperbolic plane but then give rise to "four-bar linkages" with up to six legs -even in generic cases!
In this article, we briefly explain the algebraic background of quaternion polynomial factorization and then provide a geometric interpretation for above phenomena in universal hyperbolic geometry according to [8, 9, 10] . The four-bar linkages in question have equal opposite sides and are related to certain conics whose focal points are the fixed and the moving revolute joints, respectively. It is rather obvious that a conic in universal hyperbolic geometry can have up to six real focal points and this corresponds to the number of six possible factorizations. We also find other relations between the geometry of this configuration and the algebra of split quaternion polynomials. An observation which is geometrically evident but not obvious from a purely algebraic viewpoint is that the six fixed and the six moving joints are vertices of complete quadrilaterals.
Our geometric interpretation is inspired by [7] which treats four-bar linkages with equal opposite sides in traditional hyperbolic geometry. Similar properties of four-bar linkages with equal opposite sides in elliptic or Euclidean geometry are known as well.
Quaternions and Quaternion Polynomials
The Hamiltonian quaternions H form a real associative algebra of dimension four. An element h ∈ H is written as
The multiplication rules can be derived from the relations
Changing some signs in (1) gives the multiplication rules for the split quaternions S:
In this text, we focus on split quaternions. It parallels, in large parts, the Hamiltonian theory but there are also important differences which we will emphasize whenever appropriate. The conjugate quaternion is h := h 0 − h 1 i − h 2 j − h 3 k, the quaternion norm is hh. Carrying out the computation, we find hh = h
The quaternion h has a multiplicative inverse if and only if hh = 0. The inverse is then given as
The split quaternions S form a ring with center R while the Hamiltonian quaternions even form a division ring because their norm hh = h Denote by S[t] the ring of polynomials in the indeterminate t with coefficients in S where multiplication is defined by the convention that t commutes with all coefficients. Given C = n =0 c t ∈ S[t], the conjugate polynomial is defined as C := n =0 c t . This implies that CC is real (and non-negative in the Hamiltonian case).
We
In this text, we will confine ourselves to generic cases only. This allows us to assume that the leading coefficient c n is invertible. As far as factorizability is concerned, it is then no loss of generality to assume c n = 1 (monic polynomials). Other generic properties are:
• The coefficients of C are linearly independent.
• The linear polynomial R = C − M has a unique zero for every real monic quadratic factor M of CC. There is an algorithm for factorizing quaternion polynomials based on the factorization of the norm polynomial CC over R [2, 4, 5, 6] . This algorithm will work for generic polynomials but may fail in special circumstances. We are going to describe it for generic monic polynomials of degree two. An extension to higher degrees is possible but requires a suitable concepts of polynomial division which we do not need here.
In order to compute a factorization of a generic quadratic polynomial C, pick a monic quadratic divisor M of CC. The polynomial R := C − M is linear and we may write R = r 1 t + r 0 with r 0 , r 1 ∈ S. By assumption, the leading coefficient r 1 of R is invertible whence we may set h 2 := −r −1 1 r 0 . Theory ensures that t − h 2 is a right factor of C, that is, there exists h 1 ∈ S such that C = (t − h 1 )(t − h 2 ), see [6] .
Two observations are crucial to us:
• In non-generic cases, the leading coefficient of r 1 may fail to be invertible. In this case, neither existence nor uniqueness of h 2 can be guaranteed.
• Unless CC is the square of a quadratic polynomial, it has at least one more monic quadratic factor N which gives rise to at least one more factorization
The defining condition for complementary factorization is equivalent to CC Since we will need it later, we explicitly compute the complementary factorization of C = (t − h 1 )(t − h 2 ). We set M := (t − h 1 )(t − h 1 ) and obtain C = M + R where R = −(h 2 − h 1 )t + h 1 (h 2 − h 1 ). The sought quaternion k 2 of the complementary factorization is the unique zero of R:
Comparing coefficients of
the value of k 1 can be computed as
We aim, however, at a formula similar to (4). Taking conjugates on both sides of (5), we arrive at
Considering the relation (2) between inverse and conjugate quaternion, this finally gives
Note the symmetry between (4) and (6) . We conclude this section with two examples concerning the number of factorizations in the Hamiltonian and in the split quaternion case. In the Hamiltonian case, at most two factorizations do exist while more factorizations are possible, even for generic split quaternion polynomials. Other factorizations do not exist. This is a generic case and factorizations can be computed as described above.
Other monic quadratic factors of CC do not exist.
Example 2. The polynomial C = t 2 − (2 + j + 2k)t + 1 − 2i + j + 2k ∈ S[t] over the split quaternions admits precisely six different factorizations (two of which are formally identical to the factorizations of the previous example):
The number of six factorizations is explained by the real factorization CC = t(t + 1)(t − 2)(t − 3) of the norm polynomial. There exist six real quadratic factors of CC, each of them giving rise to a different factorization of C.
Universal Hyperbolic Geometry
We are going to provide a concise introduction to hyperbolic geometry via split quaternions. The vector part of a quaternion h is (ab − ba). Denote by P 2 the projective plane over V . The quadratic form x → x, x defines a regular conic N ⊂ P 2 with real points. It is the absolute circle of a hyperbolic geometry. For our purposes it will be advantageous to adopt the viewpoint of universal hyperbolic geometry in the sense of [8, 9, 10] . Hence, we also refer to N as null circle. The points of N are called null points, the tangents of N are called null lines.
We represent the straight line spanned by two points Quadrances correspond to squared distances in traditional hyperbolic geometry. Because of the absence of transcendential functions in their definition, they better fit into our algebraic framework. Points on a common null line are characterized by zero quadrance. The reflection in a non-null line z is the unique homology that fixes that line and the absolute conic N . It also fixes the pole Z of z with respect to N and hence is referred to as reflection in Z as well [8] .
Using ordinary quaternions instead of split quaternions results in a similar algebraic description of planar elliptic geometry. Here, the null conic has index zero whence null points and null lines only exist in the complex extension of the real projective plane.
The Kinematics of Polynomial Factorization
Factorization of quaternion polynomials is closely related to planar kinematics. A quaternion h ∈ S acts on a point
. Now the straightforward computation
Hence, the action of h is an isometry of the underlying metric geometry. It has the real fix point [h − h] and two further fix points -the null points on the absolute polar of [h − h]. They are always complex in the Hamiltonian case (elliptic geometry) but may be real in the split quaternion case (hyperbolic geometry). We call any map of above type a rotation and the point [h − h] its center. Sometimes we will simply speak of "the rotation h".
The center [h − h] of t − h is independent of t. Hence, linear polynomials parameterize rotations with a fixed centers and the factorization of a polynomial C corresponds to the decomposition of the motion parameterized by C into a sequence of coupled rotations. This gives rise to a mechanical interpretation of the factorizations C = (t−h 1 )(t−h 2 ) = (t−k 1 )(t−k 2 ). For the time being, we assume that these factorizations are complementary. (The case of non-complementary factorizations will be clarified later, see Corollaries 1 and 2.)
Consider the four-bar linkage F(H 1 , K 1 ; K 2 , H 2 ) with fixed revolute joints at
and corresponding moving revolute joints at
The polynomial C describes a motion that can be performed by a system rigidly connected to the moving point pair (H 2 , K 2 ) in the four-bar linkage. Comparing (2) and (3) we see that this four-bar linkage is rather special: The pair (k 1 , k 2 ) is obtained from (h 2 , h 1 ) by left and right multiplying with a fixed quaternion. This amounts to a mere change of coordinates and shows that the kinematics and geometry of these two pairs are completely identical. In particular, we obtain Theorem 1. Opposite sides in a four-bar linkage
Four-bar linkages of the type described in Theorem 1 posses two folded configurations where all revolute joints are collinear and two "motion modes" (corresponding to irreducible components of the motion in the projectivized space of quaternions). In Euclidean geometry, they are called "parallelogram" and "antiparallelogram mode", respectively -a terminology that does not make sense in elliptic or hyperbolic geometry and is not necessary either. (Although one may attempt to recover some aspects of the Euclidean situation in traditional hyperbolic geometry as done in [7] .) The polynomial C only describes one motion component of F(H 1 , K 1 ; K 2 , H 2 ). In Euclidean or spherical geometry, this is well-known; in hyperbolic geometry this is not difficult to show.
A Conic and its Focal Points
In this section we investigate more closely the geometry of the four-bar linkage
Denote by H 2 (t) and K 2 (t) the position of the moving joints at parameter value t and by S(t) the intersection point of the lines spanned by H 1 , H 2 (t) and K 1 , K 2 (t), respectively whenever this point is well defined. This is not the case in folded positions but then S(t) can be defined by continuity.
Recall the following definition:
Definition 2. The focal points of a conic in hyperbolic geometry are the real intersection points of its null tangents.
Depending on the number of real null tangents, a regular conic may have between two and six focal points.
Theorem 2. The locus of all points S(t) for varying parameter t is a conic S with focal points H 1 and K 1 . If (t) denotes the reflection in the conic tangent at S(t),
Proof. Since we only consider generic cases in this paper, we can assume that one fixed revolute joint, say H 1 , is contained in the interior or in the exterior of N . Our proof will consist of a straightforward computation based on a case distinction between these two cases.
Assume at first that H 1 is contained in the interior of N . There exists a suitable isometry of hyperbolic geometry that maps Using Equations (4) and (6) we can compute the complementary factorization: and it can readily be verified that the first two tangents intersect in K 1 while the last two intersect in H 1 . The statement on the reflection admits a straightforward computational proof as well. In traditional hyperbolic geometry it is actually wellknown [7] . If H 1 is contained in the exterior of N we may assume
This gives S(t) = [σ(t)] where σ(t)
A similar computation then yields the parameter values
for the null tangents. Again, K 1 is incident with the first pair of null tangents and H 1 with the last pair.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following characterization of the geometry of fixed and moving revolute joints in four-bar linkages coming from factorizations of a generic quadratic polynomial C. Proof. By Definition 2 and Theorem 2 the points A are the intersection points of the common tangents of the null conic N and the conic S. The statement on the points B follows by considering the inverse motion which is parameterized by C. Remark 1. As a consequence of Corollary 1, four-bar linkages with six real legs do not exist in traditional hyperbolic geometry because the fixed and moving vertices are necessarily in the exterior of N . Remark 2. In the kinematics of traditional hyperbolic geometry it is known that there are up to six points whose trajectories have fourth order contact with their respective curvature circles. These points are called Burmester points [3] . If a generic quadratic motion polynomial admits six factorizations, it parameterizes a motion whose six real Burmester points are the moving revolute joints.
Corollary 1. If a generic quadratic motion polynomial C admits six factorizations
Each quaternion b is the root of a linear polynomial C − M where M is a monic quadratic factor of CC. We may label them by elements of the set {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}} in such a way that two labels share an element if and only if the corresponding quadratic polynomials have a linear factor in common. Call these polynomials and also the corresponding vertices linked. The labeling of quadratic polynomials extends to the moving joints B and, by the convention that vertices that correspond in the reflection (t) have disjoint labels, also to the fixed vertices A . In this way it is guaranteed that the quadrance of vertices A rs and B rs remains constant during the motion. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the geometric relation between the fixed revolute joints A ij and the moving revolute joints B ij . The first figure displays the case of only two focal points A 12 and A 34 . We see the conic S and the absolute polar conic P of its dual. There is a hyperbolic reflection with center P ∈ P that maps A 12 to B 12 and A 34 to B 34 . As P varies on P, the four-bar linkage moves. Figure 2 . Geometry of fixed and moving revolute joints (six focal points)
The situation in Figure 2 is similar but the conic S has six focal points. Two of them are at (Euclidean) infinity and are not displayed. We essentially repeated the construction of Figure 1 twice, once for the focal points A 12 , A 34 and once for the focal points A 13 , A 24 . We would like to point the readers attention to the following relations:
• All connecting lines of points A ij and B ij intersect in the same point of S.
• The tangent of S in this point is the absolute polar of P .
• The connecting lines of points A ij and A r is null if the sets {i, j} and { , r} have a non-empty intersection.
• The connecting lines of points B ij and B r is null if the sets {i, j} and { , r} have a non-empty intersection. Corollary 1 leaves a certain ambiguity as to the position of linked fixed/moving joints: Either they are collinear or the form a triangle with null sides. The next corollary answers this question.
Corollary 2. Linked vertices are collinear.
Proof. Using the setup of the second case in the proof of Theorem 2 we have CC = (t − t 1 )(t − t 2 )(t − t 3 )(t − t 4 ) where 
1/2 and u = h 12 − h 10 + h 22 . It can readily be verified that these points are collinear.
Finally, the proof of Corollary 2 also demonstrates a geometric property of the roots of the norm polynomial. Proof. The parameter values of null tangents are given in (7), the zeros of CC are given in (8) . Obviously, these values are identical.
Comparison with the Euclidean Case
We already mentioned that the coupler motion of four-bar linkages with equal opposite sides in Euclidean geometry has a parallelogram and an anti-parallelogram mode. Using dual quaternions, a factorization theory similar to the elliptic or hyperbolic geometry is possible [1, 2, 5, 6] . However, the behavior of parallelograms and anti-parallelograms in this context is quite different.
• Generic quadratic motion polynomials describe anti-parallelogram linkages and admit two factorizations. • Parallelogram linkages are described by rather special quadratic motion polynomials that admit infinitely many factorizations. Each factorizations corresponds to one of infinitely many legs of the corresponding parallelogram linkage. This is illustrated in Figure 3 . On the left hand-side, an anti-parallelogram linkage is displayed. Quite similar to the hyperbolic case, the moving revolute joints B 12 , B 34 are obtained from the fixed revolute joints A 12 , A 34 by a reflection in the tangent of the conic S. In fact, we may view this situation as limiting case of the hyperbolic construction illustrated in Figure 1 . The homology center P of the Figure 4 . Construction of quadrilaterals with equal opposite quadrances hyperbolic case becomes a point at infinity in the Euclidean limit. Also note that the connecting lines of A 12 , B 34 and A 34 , B 12 in the anti-parallelogram are parallel while the parallelograms exhibit a well known central similarity.
The parallelogram linkage displayed in the right-hand side of Figure 3 evades generic factorization theory of dual quaternions. The infinitely many factorizations correspond to infinitely many legs that can be added without disturbing the motion. The parallelogram linkage may be viewed as a degenerate limit of the hyperbolic construction as explained in the next paragraph.
In hyperbolic (and elliptic) geometry, it makes no sense to speak of parallelograms: Given three generic points A 12 , A 34 , B 34 in the hyperbolic or elliptic plane, we want to find a point B 12 such that q(A 12 , A 34 ) = q(B 12 , B 34 ) and q(A 12 , B 12 ) = q (A 34 , B 34 ). This problem has two solutions B ; their construction is shown in Figure 4 . There exist two mid-points C 1 , C 2 of A 12 and B 34 (see [8] ) and B 12 is the reflection of A 34 in C for ∈ {1, 2}. There is no way to distinguish algebraically between B 1 12 and B 2 34 and in general nothing special can be said about the corresponding motion modes and their factorizations. In a suitable passage to the limit towards Euclidean geometry, one midpoint tends towards infinity and leads to the Euclidean anti-parallelogram case.
We want to conclude by emphasizing that we were only concerned with generic cases in this paper. In particular, we always assumed that a finite number of factorizations exist. There are monic quadratic polynomials C ∈ S[t] that do not satisfy this assumption [6] . An investigation of their geometry is a topic of future research.
